Abstract

Nowadays information is very important and needed, especially for an image, but an image that we have often contains noise, such as black and white grains. To overcome this problem, it is possible to use image smoothing that an image captured becomes smoother and is easier to be seen by one's eyes. The method used is Gaussian filtering. Gaussian filtering aims to decrease noise in an image. In this study, it uses an image affected by noise which is belong to Gaussian noise, Salt and Pepper noise, and Speckle noise. This study aims to smooth an image by decreasing noise on an image affected by noise that it becomes better than before. From the result of image reduction, it is possible to get the best image which has high value (RMSE:19.2960 db, PSNR:35.2761 db, SNR:30.9538 db) and in the experiment 1. jpg has a low value (RMSE:1185.5739 db, PSNR:17.3915db, SNR:13.2861db).
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